
Concepci6n Gil Gangutia 

TECHNICAL AND THEORETICAL PROBLEMS IN 
THE MEDICAL TRANSLATIONS FROM GREEK 
TO ARABIC MII-XC) 

Our intention is, based on quotations from Galen found in Al
Zahra wi' s 1 Kitab al-Tasrif s treatise XVIII2, to make a lin
guistic comparison between the Arabic text and the previous 
Greek original and to test the validity of medical translations 
in the Near East from the eighth to the tenth centuries. We 
have found such a similarity between certain parts of Al
Zahrawi and Galen, that we think it provides an ideal field 
for studying the transmission of the Greek science that also 
reached the Far West. 

A quotation from Salah al-Din Al-Safadi3 shows that the 
translators at the Bayt al-Hikma4 encountered the perennial 
dilemma of translators: either to be faithful to the original 
text and translate it literally, that is to say, simply shifting 
the linguistic code; or to attempt a minimal interpretation of 
the original text, so that the text in the target language be 
internally coherent. Al-Safadi mentions both methods, 
established by translators: "The first is used by Guhanna b. al-

1 He is one of the most well-known andalusi doctors especially for 
the western tradition. It is mainly due to the treatise XXX of the Kitab 
al-Tasrif, which hands on sugery and which has been used in Europe 
until the XVIIth century. 

2 All the quotations of this paper are collected from my edition of this 
treatise. 

3 Humanist and biographer of the XIV century; the quotation is col
lected by Baba' al-IYm al-Amill in al-Kaskul, I, p.388. 

4 Litterally 'House of Wisdom', scientific institution founded in Bagdad 
by al-Ma'mftn. 
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Bitriq, b. Na'ima al-Himsi and others; the translator assigns to 
each Greek word an Arabic word that expresses exactly the 
same meanln.g, using the same procedure until the end of the 
text". Al-Safadi himself criticizes this method as being inap
propriate for two reasons: "1) there are no Arabic words that 
correspond to every Greek word, 2) the peculiarities and syn
tactic constructions are not the same in both languages". "The 
second method", to continue quoting Al-Safadi, "is that of 
Hunayn b. IshaqS and others in addition to Al-Yawhari6. The 
translator reads a phrase, understands its meanln.g and trans
lates it into an Arabic phrase that expresses the same general 
meanln.g, not taking into account if the words are equivalent". 
Al-Safadi considers this method to be the best. Furthermore, 
Al-Qifti considers that the fact that Hunayn b. Ishaq's trans
lations are a sort of critical resume of the original text, adds to 
its value7. 

We now shift our attention to the way specific syntactic 
structures are treated in two types of prescriptions, which, be
cause of their concise form allow thorough observation: 1) those 
which contain very simple syntactic structures: a list of the rel
evant sicknesses, the name and amount of the ingredients and, 
at the end, a precise guide to mixing them and administering 
the remedy; 2) texts which contain theoretical explanations of 
the causes of diseases, reasons for including certain drugs and 
not others, the effects of those drugs, etc. 

In type 1, we do not generally meet in the Arabic text any 
odd syntactic construction, because the structures are so simple 
that even word-for-word translation is correct. In type 2, in 
spite of Hunayn b. Ishaq's words quoted above, we must say 
that, in the case of Al-Zahrawi's texts, Greek word order is 
scrupulously reproduced, sometimes not following Arabic syn
tax. Evidence of literal translation can be clearly seen in the 

5 He is regarded as the most important mediator of ancient Greek science 
to the Arabs. It is mainly due to his reliable and clearly written 
translations of Hippocrates and Galen. Moreover, he is considered his 
translator par excellence. 

6 All the names quoted supra were translators of Greek sources, either 
from Greek directly or from syriac versions. 

7 TheTa'rih al-Hfukama' of Al-Qifi,;ti exists in an epitome by al-Zaw
zaru edited by Lippert in Leipzig, 1903. Cf. p. 171. 
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fact that there is even an attempt to reproduce Greek adverbs, 
conjunctions and, occasionally, particles. 

Terminological problems in medical texts are centred 
mainly in the identification of components of remedies, drugs, 
sicknesses, etc., adopting the following solutions: 1) translation 
of the Greek term by an Arabic equivalent. This solution made 
them study and search for the drug; 2) translation of the Greek 
term by a similar one or by another drug of similar effects; 3) 
creation of a neologism following Arabic morphological rules. 
This solution is frequent in texts of an abstract nature, such as 
philosophy, mathematics, politics, etc., but we have not found 
it in any of the medical or pharmacological fragments trans
lated from Greek in Al-Zahrawi; 4) transcription of the Greek 
word. (On one hand, this option is tied to questions of phonetic 
realization, reflecting the pronunciation of Greek from a di
achronical point of view. On the other hand, we have script 
problems. As vowels are not written in Arabic, but maximal 
clarity and exactness are needed, they are transcribed from the 
Greek word by using a sort of matres lectionis. Analyzing this 
option from a diachronic point of view, it can be observed that 
it was profusely used early in Syriac translations but it fell into 
disuse in Arabic translations, and terms created in that way 
were later substituted by others modelled on Arabic morphol
ogy). 

As Al-Zahrawi was an Andalusi surgeon, we must review 
briefly the situation of medical texts in the West. Virtually un
til the mid-tenth century, medical doctors in Al-Andalus either 
came from the East or travelled there to learn medical science 
and then went back to the West to practise it. 

These doctors, however, could learn at Al-Andalus with 
Arabic books written in Baghdad the moment the Bayt al
Hikma was created and started the translating school. Never
theless, these books often were not clear enough, as they were 
translated from Syriac versions, before the founding of the 
school of Hunayn b. Ishaq. As we have already mentioned, 
these were extremely literal, word-by-word translations and 
when there was no corresponding Syriac or Arabic word, or the 
plant or drug was not identifiable, transcription was resorted 
to. As Ibn ±ul;1:ul points out in his Tabaqat al-atibba' B, these 

8 Cf. Vernet, J, pp. 450-541 
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translations were utterly incomprehensible in the West, be
cause there were no scholars with knowledge of Greek who 
could explain the terms or identify the transcribed components 
of drugs. 

Al-Zahrawi in his treatise preserves ten quotations from 
Galen. We have identified the Greek text of seven of them in 
Kiihn's edition. To them, we must add a further quotation of a 
certain Asclepiades who is only known to us through quotations 
in Galen, a situation which was probably the same for the 
Arabs. The other three texts left are considered as pseudo
Galen and there is no Greek edition of them, even supposing it 
ever existed. 

We shall approach our texts by analyzing first of all the 
descriptions of the simple syntactic type on the grounds of two 
examples considered representative patterns. Let us take de
scription 2.28. Even though Al-Zahrawi does not supply the ti
tle of Galen's book from which it was taken, we have iden
tified it as XII, 600 (De compositione medicamentorum secun
dum locos, liber III) of Kiihn's edition. (Within the texts, words and 
sequences compared are marked with superscript bold numbers - if they 
agree - and capital letters - if they disagree-.) 

Arabic text 

Greek text 

Tai; µtv ouv u7t~ 'lfUSEro<; µ6vT\<; ytvoµtva; oouva; ta 0epµaivov-ra 
0epa7tEUEl t<iXtOta. Ka{ ttva<; '!WV aypo{K(!)V of0a<1I Otay).'660Vt<ii;<3I 
n tci>v µey<iA.rov Kpoµµurov< 21 , dta<4I 7tA.T\pouvmi;'51 £A.a!ou<11 Kat 

9epµa!vovtai;<7> tv <r7too14<•1 auµµt'tproi;<•>, tntovtai;1101 'toii; ci>at111 >. 

Translation of the Arabic text: 

Galen's description for ears and other pains: takem a big 
onion<2) and make it hollow<3>; then(4) fill it<S) with oi1<6> and 
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warm it<7> on cinders<B> at a moderate temperature<9>. Then<Al 
pourOO) some of this warm on<rn in the ear. The person shall be 
cured if God Almighty wills. 

Translation of the Greek text: 

About ear pain caused by coldness. I have heard that some coun
trymen (I) make big onions<2> hollow<3>, then<4> fill them<S> 
with oil(6) and warm them<7> on cinders<Bl moderately<9l and 
then<A> they pourOOl them in the ear<rn. 

This would be the pattern of a basic prescription in Greek as 
well as in Arabic and it is possible to translate it almost word 
for word because of its minimal syntactic complexity. It is 
checked that way, not only because of the absence of lexical 
problems, as the components are very common to both cultures, 
but also because they are quite intelligible in the version of syn
tactic forms. 

Besides these slight deviations from literal translation, we 
could consider the substitution of 'I have heard that some coun
trymen' by the impersonal formula 'take' (case 1). This may be 
the result of the "critical resume" that is ascribed to Hunayn b. 
lshaq, which imposes on the text the preestablished patterns 
for prescriptions. 

We can see that all the Greek words match the Arabic 
words marked with the same number, and that even adverbs 
(case 4) and conjunctions (case 7) coincide. However, in the cases 
marked with capital letters the two texts differ. For example, 
'then': Arabic needs a periphrasis to express the implicit hy
potaxis of the Greek participle (case A). In the Arabic text 
there is added 'some of this oil while warm" case B); we are in
clined to think that it is an exegetical addition or that the two 
texts followed different manuscripts. 

The next description (5.9) is of the same type as the above 
mentioned, but provided that it contains not so common ingredi
ents it presents some terminological problems. In spite of the 
additional difficulty of not mentioning Galen's treatise from 
which the information was taken, we have identified it as 
XIII. 313 of Kiihn's edition, book IX of the above mentioned 
treatise. 
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Arabic text 

(2) ~ 0-- {A):i..:._~ :U"_AJW {l)b~I • • • , • • - • 
- - - - • ..).J~ ~ ~ ._. ..).J..).J 4-&..... 

"..J~.J {5)<.J""L:...:..)1 ~1~!.J (4)~.J (3)~t.:ii.J {B)c.Li_...bjl 

..u.l.J. ~ 0-- (9) ..;..l.'..S:.J cs> Y'.J (7) ~_,:....JI b~ c.W.J C6)~1_...bjl 
< 12>~ wl (G)..lA.:a <F>b..1.U...JI ~ (11)°..J~.J <IOldJ.J ~ ~ .(o>,.~ 

.~w .lll .. l..!. w! ·t-iL:. .<n~ OJ>'"="'~ 
Greek text 

Translation of the Arabic text 

Description of some medicine powder efficient for the prolapse 
of the anusm, from Galen: let's take<A> the fruit ofC2> tama
risk<B>, acacia<3>, gall!i<4>, white lead<s>, juice of orobange<6>, 
pine bark(7), myrrh<B> and incense<9>, a portion of each of 
them<D>. Mash itOO) all, spray it<ll> on the anus<F> after<G> hav
ing washed it02) with mellowm wine03). It will be beneficial 
if God, the Almighty, wills. 

Translation of the Greek text 

My remedy for those who suffer from<A> anal prolapsem: the 
fruit of<2l heath<B>, galls<4>, acacia<3>, white lead<s>, the juice of 
orobange<S>, pine bark(7), incense<9) and myrrh<B> minaia<C>. 
Mash itOOl and spray it<rn dryH after<G> having washed it02) 
with dry<D wine<l3>. 

We see that Greek terms are translated by exact Arabic 
terms (using the first solution adopted by translators), but with 
certain exceptions: we find initially a structure of the text simi
lar to the previous prescription, substituting to 'My remedy for 
those who suffer from anal prolapse' by the more stereotyped 
formula 'Description of some medicine powder efficacious 
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against the prolapsus of the anal (case A). Heath and tamarisk 
(case B): the relative disagreement between the two texts can 
be explained by quoting Dioscorides 9 who says that Calluna 
vulgaris, known also as Erica vulgaris, is the only heath that 
has the particularity of looking like tamarisk. 'a portion of 
each of them' (case D) is added in the Arabic text, and the 
same occurs in case F with 'on the anus', while in case H, 'dry' is 
pre~ent in the Greek text, but is not mentioned in Arabic. 
Further on, we find the same problem as mentioned in the pre
ceding prescription [s]: Arabic needs a periphrasis, that is to 
say, to add 'after', to translate Greek active participles (case 
G). It is true that the two adjectives that determine 'wine' do 
not have the same meaning (case I), but we must also think that 
the mellower a wine the dryer; this fact should explain the 
difference. 

There is also some explanation to be made when the two 
texts are mirror images: the Arabic term for "acacia" is the 
transcription of the Greek term. Despite that, they do not refer, 
strictly speaking, to the same thing: for the Greek (Diosc.) it is 
the tree, but for Arabs it is the fruit: this is the translators' 
solution number 3 quoted above (case 3). In the rest of the 
manuscript the Arabic translation of orobange coexists with the 
transliteration of the Greek term; this transliterated term, 
however, does not have exactly the same meaning as in Greek 
since it means orobange juice and not only orobange, as in the 
original language (case 6). Arabic needs to add the word for 
tree, which is not usually used, to make it distinct from pine 
kernel: that does not happen in Greek (case 7); the adjective 
'Minnaia' which determines 'myrrh' doesn't appear in the 
Arabic text. This may be explained by the fact that Minnaia 
means in Greek 'from Yemen'10 and perhaps for Arabs, it is 
redundant since myrrh comes traditionally from Yemen (case 8). 

Let us now study a part from prescription 2.1, of a more com
plex structure. First of all, we must point out that here we have 
the title from which it was taken. It is the Kitab al-Mayamir, 
which we have identified as XII, 626-627 of Kiihn's edition of 
Galen, also from book III of De compositione medicamentorum 
secundum locos. 

9 Cf. Dioscorides 1.88 

10 V. Pape sub voce Minnaioi, Minaioi. 
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Greek text 

Pta~oµfvflc; lit 'ti\c; 60uVT\c; avcryicat6v tern xpT\cr0m Kat -rote; vapKCOOI. µtv 
atcr0T10lV, cixmep JCat -rote; tm JCIDAcp Kat veq,potc; Kat 01..wc; lbtav-ra 
7tUoXOVn µop{Q> aq,olip<i>c; a/.;yoi>Ol. µiyvu'tat lit 'tOU'tO tti> yuvmJC£iQ> 
ya/..aJCn Kat -rlj) l..£uJCij> -roil cboi>, 6- Kat JCa9' tau-rt! 7toM.anc; 1'pµoaev 
UYt(l)V $AE)'J.10Vatc;. µiyvu-rm lit Kat Kaa-rop(Q> -rO Omov Kat XP'l'I 
7tap£01C£Uacr0m 'tOi:l'tO 7tp0 7tOMOi:l µeµryµtvov, f\'tOl "s'F. tacp !Ca'ttl 'tOV 
a-ra9µ0v f'\ limt..amQ><e> -rQ> Km:rtopiQ>, 7tpOc;µtv -:ac; aooopo-ra-rac; 60uvac; 
taQ>, 7tpOc; lit -rtlc; tA.anovac; SmA.aaiQ>. -rO lit \rypOv fcrt(I) -rO tK -rou 
yl..£u1Couc; f\jfflµa, 7t0AU pp avroouvID'tepov 'tOU'tO 'tci:>v y/..uJCt(l)V ta'ttv 
otvrov. <•'>eu9twc; ouv a7t' apxT\c; aKptP<i>c; !..£ta -:(.( Elpflµtva q,(LpµaJCa 
'tOU'tQ> µtyvua9ro, -rO µtv Kaat6ptov 7tpOAEAEl(l)µtvov aKptpci:>c;, 6 ot 'ti\c; 
µ'f\1C(l)VOc; 67t0c; EV a\l'tlj) tlj) t'l'iJµan 1..£/..uµtvoc; Kat OU't(l) µtx9tv-ra 'ttl 'tp{a 
AElOU<J0(1) KaA.<i>c;<•'l. (C)d'tcx tm 'ti\c; xpflaF.wc; avttcr9w :raA.lV t'l'iJµcxn µtxpt 
-roaau'tflc; aua-raaewc;, ci>c; trxeta9m Mvcxa9m otlt -rci:lv Kal..ouµtv(l)v 
ID't£YXU't(l)V, E7tt AUXVQ> xt..tavetv't(l)V. t:yci> ot OUIC trxtw tote; ltEplroOUVOUO'lV 
ouotv q,apµa1COV, oM' ElCIJ.a't't(l) fa' tpiou, 'tfl 7tE(pc;t toUto OlOcxX9£ic;<C1, ci>c; 
(Lµew6v tan µf115' OA.wc; 'lfCXUElV -rou 7t6pou -rou a1CoucrnKou Ka-ret -rOv 
1Ccx1pov 'ti\c; 60uVT\c;. aA.M. fa(! µfll..ronooc; aµ$trn9££crri; tptcp µat..cxK(l)ta-rcp 
7tUptcil -re -rouc; 7tF.pl(l)OUVcilv-rcxc;, <01tµPaiJ..(I) -re tO qapµmcov <i>OC 7tW<; 
t-rotµaaetv, 1C£XAlcxaµtvov tv cil't£YXU't1J µF.tpiro; outw;. ci>c; 
7tUV9cxvoµtv(l)vl'\µ<'l>v -rou >Caµvovwc;, £l xA.tcxpOv au-rcj> oaivot-ro Kat £l fn 
ouva'tCXl q,tpF.lV au-rO, 9epµ6'tF.pov Y£V6µ£VOV µt;<pl tecro{>-rou 7tpocrayew 
't'flv eepµaaicxv, ci>c; µT)otr.ro AU7t£tV(D'l. Pa1t't(l)V ouv Ei; tO OU't(l) 
7tap£01C£Uacrµtvov $apµalCOV 't'f\v µT)f..rorlOcx KC'.'ta TI'\V apx'flv 'tOU 7t6pou 
µe-rpiwc; tmn9Etc;, a7to12Eiv de; tO ~a9oc; tm-rpE::e 1cat µ£-ra -rau-ra ;;:al..w 
aMtc; Kat aMtc; Kcxhtol..A.anc; ~l't7t-rrov -rO a\l"'cO :ouw :rotet, µT115tva 
Olai..£.i7t(l)V xp6vov. £UOflAOV Ii' On 'tOU'tOU yivoµtvou itUV't(l)c; 111n >Cai 
a7tOQU'f\OE'tCXl 7tp0c; 'tOU1C't0c; 7tAflpro9tv-roc; ()/..ou to\J al\oucrnlCOU 7t6pou. 
-rou-ro -roivuv atxou µe-rptroc;, Ka9' Oaov ot6v 'tE µ'fl \jfaurov -rou cil't6c;. 
E7t£t0W lit KaA<i>c; 7tUpta<r1Jc;, tacrac; 'tOV 7t6pov' Oc; EMTIPcOOTI 'tOU 
q,apµaJCou, µcxA.cxlCOv tm9ec; f~ro9£v fptov cru-rij> 't£ tti> crt6µan -rou 7t6pou 
JCat µE'tlt 'tOi:J'tO 1tCXV'tt 't(j> cil't{(l'l. Kat EW &f\<r1J 7tUptaOCXl 1taAlV, U'tptµa 
~cxa-ra~ac; -rO av'tEmmµevov f~co0£v fptov au9tc; 6µoiwc; 7tUpicx 
q,uA.cxn6µevoc; ci>c; ot6v 't£ µT) Ii' (LiJ..ou n voe; µtpouc;-rou cil'tOc; <'i'!fcxcr0cxt. Kat 
'tOU'tQ> Y£ 7tp60£X£ 'tOV vouv ci>c; µ£Y(atQ> 7tapcrr1tt..µan 'ti\c; 't<'l>V UYt(l)V 
tm µel..£lac;. 
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Translation of the Arabic text 

[ ... ] when there is a terrible pain in the ear and it is necessary 
to relieve it in any way. And we certainly use in it some of the 
remedies that reduce sensation as it is with those who suffer 
strong and terrible pain as that of colic or of any other type. It 
is convenient that the soothing remedy that takes the place of 
opium should be mixed with woman's milk and egg white. We 
find that those remedies sometimes are beneficial both to
gether, some others not mixed with the other in the case of ear 
infections. It is convenient to mix opium with castor. Titis rem
edy needs to be prepared and ready a long time before the mo
ment it is needed, either in even proportions or since the mea
sure of castor is smaller (E) than that of opium, it is convenient 
that the humidity required is required to knead this remedy 
should be from boiled raisins. It is better than warm wine to 
soothe the pain. <a>1t is convenient that these two remedies 
should be thoroughly mashed, first the castor and then add 
three times as much of boiled opium. Mash until well mixed, 
afterwards pour on the mashed castor, and mash it thoroughly 
<B>, (A) then make pills out of it and preserve <A>. When you need 
it, take a part and mix with three as much of the concoction, 
take a brush for applying collyria, roll around it a piece of soft 
and sprung wool, and apply in the ear of the person suffering 
from strong pain, or insert in it the remedy after this prescrip
tion. Try to understand it and do it this way: (B) prepare the 
remedy you intend to insert, leave it to get lukewarm, order the 
patient to touch it and ask him about how it feels to him, until 
he says than he feels it lukewarm, and should it be in the limit 
of lukewarmness that the sick person can stand, or if the limit 
is higher, go on warming it until the patient can resist the heat 
without feeling pain, than take a brush for collyria and dip its 
head in the remedy obtained with this prescription until it re
tains a certain amount, apply it in the orifice of the ear with 
care and let the remedy flow and drip from the head of the 
brush slowly and enter through the ear orifice inside to each 
the hearing conduct. Continue doing this several times without 
getting careless <B>. m When some of the remedy falls out, wipe 
it off carefully touching the ear the least. If you have great 
need of applying fomentations, leave the ear full of the remedy 
and put it in the outer mouth of the orifice a piece of soft and 
sprung wool, covering the whole ear afterwards (1 '). If you 
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should have to apply fomentations again as previously done, 
try not to touch any part of the ear. It is certainly one of the 
most important chapters to me and it is important that the 
remedies for the ears be grounded on it, when there is pain. 

Translation of the Greek text. 

When there is pain it is necessary to use remedies that reduce 
sensation, as when there is pain in the colon, the kidneys or all 
over. Mix this with woman's milk and white of egg, things that 
often are good by themselves for ear inflammations. Mix opium 
with castor, it being necessary to prepare them a long time be
fore mixing them: even proportions for strong pain and twice<E> 
the castor for less pain. The humidity'2 should be a concoction of 
raisins, that are much more innocuous than sweet wines. The 
mix the remedies:<a> mix the three parts well, thoroughly mix
ing first the castor and then dilute the juice of the poppy in the 
concoction<a'>. (c) For application boil it again until it gets con
sistent enough to be injected with the so-called ear-syringe, 
which has to be maintained lukewarm by means of a lamp. I do 
not inject those who have a general fain, nor smear with wool, 
in accordance with my experience<c' , but with a probe covered 
with most soft wool it is applied on the ear of the person suffer
ing from strong pain. CD> I apply the remedy warming it moder
ately, asking the patient if he feels it to be too hot; and if he 
can stand it, I warm it until the highest degree of warmth is 
reached that it is not painfu1CD'>. Dipping the probe in the rem
edy thus prepared let it flow from the mouth of the hearing 
conduct to the deep part and again until you do it several times. 
Go on dipping without delay. It is clear that acting so, when 
the hearing conduct is filled, (1) some will fall out, wipe it off 
carefully touching the ear as little as possible. After applying 
the fomentations keep the hearing conduct full of the remedy 
and from the outside apply a soft wool on the mouth and then 
another on the whole ear (1'). Should it be necessary to apply 
fomentations again, take off firmly the wool placed outside, 
without touching the ear. For that is, pay attention to this, the 
most important recommendation for the care of the ears. 

Additionally in this text we can find parallels of all the 
cases mentioned for the preceding texts - for example the se
quence between 1 and l'. Now, so as not to enlarge on the matter, 
we shift our attention only to certain points of the Arabic 
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translation that show that the effort to be faithful to the 
original Greek text is so powerful that the results in Arabic do 
not allow complete comprehension. 

We shall try to show that sometimes the translation of the 
Greek text results in stilted Arabic, as happens in the parts be
tween a and a'. The inflated Arabic of this paragraph, points 
to the conclusion that its version could well have been made at 
an earlier time, before the school of Hunayn b. Ishaq or could 
have been made at this school, but fro:qi a previous Syriac 
translation and without collating the Greek original. , 

At other times, however, the text does not exactly fit its 
original Greek text, even diverging from it at certain points, for 
example the ones between A and A', and between Band B', in 
which the Arabic text adds more information or gives more de
tails than the Greek text. The opposite happens in texts be
tween C and C', and D and D'. We should remark that it is very 
interesting that those cases that in the Greek text we can find 
Galen's own experience, written even in first person, have dis
appeared from the translation into Arabic. Can we assume that 
this is again the so-called resume of Hunayn b. Ishaq trying to 
make the text drier and more scientific? We also have to pay 
attention to case E, in which we find an Arabic word for measur
ing the quantity of opium, 'smaller', that has the opposite 
meaning to the parallel word in the Greek text, 'twice'. We 
have to suppose that to make a mistake like that in medicine 
can be very dangerous. This is the only case that such a thing 
has occurred in the excerpts by Galen quoted in this treatise, so 
we shall consider it as an isolated case. 

The great enterprise of Arabic transmission can be charac
terized by making a synthesis of knowledge inherited from 
Classical Greece, the East, that is to say Persia and India, and 
the specific Islamic element concerned. The importance of the 
Greek texts (or those attributed to them) appears not only as a 
means of reconstructing the texts, but as an enrichment of the 
classical heritage with a vast scientific and philosophical 
literature that influenced human thought from the Middle 
Ages to our day. The validity of those texts to fill in lost origi
nals or existing gaps is shown in the great effort made to 
achieve a reliable duplicate of the originals. This is so even 
when we very often observe that of the two mentioned methods 
the first has prevailed, causing linguistic incorrections that 
sometimes affect the intelligibility of the text. 
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Our samples verified that very different transmissions as 
Al-Zaharawi in Islamic Cordoba in the tenth century, or the 
one studied by Killin in the nineteenth century from Greek me
dieval manuscripts can be quite similar. Tilis fact demonstrates 
the importance given in ancient times to fiability in the trans
mission of knowledge. The texts here briefly examined consti
tute a sound test in showing how some interesting material shed 
light upon manuscript transmission and translation techniques 
from Greek to Arabic. 

University of Almeria 
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